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Why Engagement Matters
Here are a few practical reasons (the business case) outlining why it is important to
develop a healthy company-community relationship:
– A
 ccess to land: Establishing and maintaining good stakeholder relations is often
critical to securing and maintaining access to land, even when all of your permits are
in order.
– A
 ccess to capital: Investors are increasingly looking at social and environmental
risks when evaluating companies in the exploration and mining industry. The ability to
demonstrate that your company has a good relationship with local stakeholders can
help improve investor confidence in your project. Many major financial institutions now
apply the Equator Principles3 to their investment decisions, which assess projects’
environmental and social risks.
– P
 roject value and sale: Prior to purchasing an exploration project, mining companies
conduct above-ground assessments as part of their due diligence process, evaluating
risks such as community opposition to the project. As such, an exploration company’s
success in building a positive relationship with local communities and managing aboveground risks can increase the project’s attractiveness to investors or prevent the value
of the project from being discounted.
– R
 educed time and cost of operations: The time and energy required to establish a
healthy company-community relationship is minimal in comparison to the resources
required to repair a relationship once it is damaged. By engaging communities early,
and opening the lines of communication, you are better able to identify and address
issues before they become serious problems. This helps reduce the likelihood of
project delays caused by community opposition, which can cost your company money.
A recent report by the SHIFT project quantified the cost of social conflict for a worldclass mining project (with capital expenditures of between $3 and $5 billion) at around
$20 million per week in terms of delayed production.4 Proactively sharing information
with communities also ensures you don’t leave a vacuum to be filled by misinformation
about the project, which could create obstacles for you and your company in the future.
– B
 eyond the business case: Exploration and mining companies have the opportunity
to be part of the larger socio-economic development process at the community level.
Engaging with local communities helps companies understand local socio-economic
development goals and identify how they can contribute to sustainable growth in the
community. And, obviously, it is much more enjoyable to work with others rather than to
have to work around or against them.

3 The Equator Principles Association, “About Equator Principles,” 2011, http://www.equator-principles.com/index.php/about-ep/about-ep.
4 R
 achel Davis and Daniel Franks, “The costs of conflict with local communities in the extractive industry,” First International Seminar on Social
Responsibility in Mining (SRMining2011), Santiago, Chile, October 19-21, 2011, chapter 6, http://shiftproject.org/sites/default/files/Davis%20&%20
Franks_Costs%20of%20Conflict_SRM.pdf
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Demystifying Engagement
Some misperceptions about community engagement exist. The following incorrect
assumptions can lead companies to limit or avoid engaging with local stakeholders.
ASSUMPTION
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REALITY

“Engagement is difficult; it needs to be done
by experts.”

You engage with people all the time: when
you speak with local staff, have a drink in
a bar, or buy something at a local shop.
Community engagement is about being
more aware of what you say and ask, and
taking note of how people respond. Simple
daily activities, such as buying a loaf of
bread, can be an opportunity to share
information, hear local perspectives, and
provide the company with a human face.

“Engagement only leads to requests for
projects that cost money.”

Especially during the first phase of an
exploration project, what most local
stakeholders want is a relationship with
the company and access to information.
Often the demand for projects or donations
is actually the result of a lack of a healthy
company-community relationship.

“Engagement only raises expectations. It is
better to limit engagement as much as possible.”

You can’t manage expectations by staying
silent. Not engaging means risks are not
addressed and misinformation is likely to
spread.

“We are a very small group of people. We do
not have time to engage.”

Engagement does not require talking to
every person about every issue. It’s about
being strategic when meeting with key
groups on their turf in a respectful manner.
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Good Practice
The underlying elements of good community engagement are predictable across most
contexts. In general, people all around the world are concerned about the same things and
respond well to similar approaches. Regardless of timeframes and budgets, even a single
geologist working alone can accomplish a great deal at little cost if guided by the following
points on good practice:
– S
 ay what you do and do what you say: Following through on promises and commitments
is critical to building credibility and the foundation for trust; not following through can
damage the company-community relationship.
– L
 isten: Don’t make assumptions about what people think, need or feel. Let them tell you
in their own words and at their own pace. Try to understand any underlying concerns,
hopes and desires they may have. One way to encourage people to share these underlying
interests is by asking follow-up questions like, “Why do you say that?”
– S
 how that you have listened: You can do this through your body language (looking people
in the eyes if culturally appropriate, nodding, and not looking at your watch or fidgeting
during long comments or meetings) but also by summarizing the point the other person has
made and asking if you understood correctly.
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– E
 ngagement must be ongoing: If you only meet with stakeholders when there is
a problem or when you need something from them, you will not establish a positive
relationship.
– M
 anage expectations about involvement: Determine which stakeholders you simply
want to inform, which stakeholders you want to give a greater say in decision-making,
or which you may look to for advice. Ensure that you are on the same page with these
stakeholders about their expectations of involvement. If people expect to be involved in
decision-making, but you only inform them – no matter how well you inform them – the
predictable result will be tension in your relationship.
You can also influence the quality of company-community relationships in three more ways:
1.	Take, and be seen to take, responsibility for project impacts, be they environmental,
social, health-related, and so on.
2.	Distribute benefits (jobs, contracts, community projects) transparently so your efforts
are perceived as fair.
3.	Demonstrate respect for local stakeholders and their concerns.
High level principles like fairness, transparency, responsibility, and respect can mean
different things to different stakeholders in different contexts. It is critical that companies
ask questions of local stakeholders to understand how companies can demonstrate these
principles through their actions, in the specific context of your project.
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Your company may not be accustomed to developing speaking points, but it is important for field
staff to have some information or materials to share with local stakeholders. One useful resource
you can develop with input from senior management is a company brochure.

Company Brochure

Create a company brochure in the local language to present to people in the community. The
brochure should have general information about your company, specific information about the
planned exploration project, and contact information for you and the company.
A company brochure demonstrates willingness to share information proactively, keeps the
community informed, and opens the lines of communication. The information in the brochure
can also be a starting point for dialogue between you and the community. Information could
include:

›A
 basic description or clear pictures that summarize the company’s proposed activities

(recognizing that communities often don’t know the difference between mineral exploration
and mining)

› T he company logo so people will begin to recognize it and the company’s employees
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Step 3: PREPARE FOR YOUR FIRST VISIT
Setting up meetings with high-level people or organizations before you arrive in-country will help
you make the most of your first few days on the ground. These meetings are an opportunity to ask
about other groups or institutions you should contact (likely, you will be referred to them during
these sessions). The following are key people and organizations you should arrange to meet:
WHO

WHY

1. T
 rade Commissioners
at the closest
Canadian embassy or
consulate

A trade commissioner’s job is to help you on your journey, such
as providing advice on how to engage with local stakeholders.
You can find the closest trade commissioner at
www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/eng/offices-worldwide.jsp.5

■

2. C
 hamber of Mines or
the Chamber
of Commerce

Chamber staff can give you an overview of the experiences
of other companies, of the local legal framework, and of
relevant local legislation in relation to exploration, land rights
and land title.

■

3. O
 ther companies
working in the
country

The staff of other companies can share their knowledge and
experiences of the project area. It is far easier to build on lessons
learned from those who have gone before, than to go in cold.

4. M
 inistry of Natural
Resources

Ministry staff can identify local laws and regulations that are
relevant to your project and to the local community. They can
also provide an overview of the successes and challenges of
previous companies.

5. N
 GOs and
community relations
consultancies

These groups can give you an idea of the key issues that gain
media attention or impact public opinion in the area. They
can help you understand the community dynamics and may
be familiar with the presence and priorities of relevant civil
society groups and politicians. NGOs will also likely be aware
of the presence of indigenous peoples.

5 In addition, you can find the closest mission providing consular services at www.travel.gc.ca/assistance/embassies-consulates.
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STAGE OF
THE MEETING

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS OR DISCUSSION POINTS

2. Explanation of
purpose for the
visit

– Explain that this meeting is just to introduce yourself.
– Inquire if you followed the correct protocol; present yourself as a guest
to the area.
– Explain that you understand if meetings with a larger group or other
individuals need to take place that you’re happy to do this whenever is
convenient.
– Explain the basics of what is involved in mineral exploration6 and that
you have government permission to operate in the area. Consider carrying copies of exploration permits with you or the contact details of officials who could verify that permits have been granted to your company.

3. Exchange of
information to
solidify the
relationship

– Ask if anyone told them about your company.
– Do they know about exploration and mining, and, if so, what is their
general impression?
– Have they had any direct contact with exploration or mining companies,
and, if so, what were their experiences?
– Ask if there are any culturally significant issues or sites you should
know about.

4. Exchange of
information to
establish the
process going
forward

– Propose a follow-up meeting to discuss exploration-related activities in
more detail.
– Explain the rest of your engagement plan. For example, “The Ministry
suggested I also speak with X and Y. Do you have any suggestions of
people with whom I should also speak?”
– Be explicit about future engagement. For example, “What is the best
way for me to share information with you on how we are progressing?
How regularly would you like me to be communicating with you?”

5. Close the
meeting

– Thank people for the meeting and summarize/confirm the issues that
have been discussed.
– Ask for suggestions about what they would be interested in learning
more about.
– Set up the next meeting.

6. Subsequent
meetings

– Explain the exploration process (e.g., typical timeline, differences
between exploration and mining, likelihood of finding an economical
deposit, employment opportunities).
– Clearly explain that your company may only be there temporarily.
– Explain what the community might expect to see (e.g., new people,
more cars, equipment being transported).
– Commit to accountable and transparent communication. Explain that
you will always be honest, both in the good times and bad (e.g., in case
you have to deal with changes to pre-existing commitments).
– Determine how often you will meet, who should be present, if minutes
should be taken, who should chair the meeting, and so on.

6 P
 DAC, with partners, has produced an Exploration and Mining Guide that provides basic information on the different stages of the mineral
development cycle. Although produced in English for Aboriginal communities in Canada, it has been translated and used in many countries around
the world. You can find it at http://www.pdac.ca/programs/aboriginal-affairs/information/aboriginal-information/2012/12/18/exploration-and-mining-guide-for-aboriginal-communities.
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TIPS
› If you are under time pressure, increase the frequency of meetings but do not attempt
to take short cuts to “save” time; you won’t. Typically, it’s better to have several short
meetings with short agendas than a few very long ones.

› In some situations, local leaders might be slightly apprehensive about your presence.
Where appropriate, ask for permission to informally speak to other members of the
community. For example, you might ask, “Is it acceptable to you if I speak to other
members of your community so that I can learn more?”

Here are some more general tips on engagement practices:
DO
– Ask how the community is organized
– Ask how you can help local people get a better
understanding of what you are doing
– Allow people to speak their minds, even if you do
not agree with their opinions
– Acknowledge people’s concerns (“I’m glad that
you asked that”)
– Listen at least as much as you speak
– Show that you listened: summarize the point
someone made and ask if you understood correctly
– Apologize on behalf of the company if it made a
genuine mistake
– Ask for examples to make sure that you have a
solid understanding of what people are telling
you
– Show empathy and try to place yourself in other
people’s situations
– Try to be as precise and exact as possible (“May
I come back to meet you next Monday at 10 a.m.
in your office?”)
– If you do not have an exact answer to a question,
be honest and say you do not know, but promise
you will get back to them with that answer
– Always follow through on your promises
– Meet with people when there is no direct “need”;
ask if there is anything they want to discuss or if
they have any questions
– Provide complete, unbiased information with explanations and education, if necessary, to ensure
that it is properly understood

DON’T
– Make promises about jobs or project
outcomes
– Ask about what people “need”
– Try to make a deal or agreement before
you have established a relationship
– Talk too much and listen too little
– Interrupt when other people are speaking
– Be accusatory or blame others
– Say you do not have any budget
– Come up with other excuses if they are
not true or genuine
– Defend the company if it made a mistake
– Refer to, or call upon, your company
or senior management when you know
the answer yourself and can handle
the situation
– Use vague phrases like “We will consider
this in the future” or “I will refer this to
management”
– Give answers to questions if you are not
100% certain that you are correct
– Show off: for example, if you need to
travel a short distance, walk (and talk to
people) instead of drive
– Give, or appear to give, preferential attention, information or benefits to
one group within the community
over another
– Offer incomplete or biased information or
opinions
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Below are three tools you may find helpful as you deepen your knowledge: an engagement
record, a stakeholder analysis, and a risk register.
As part of developing a better understanding about the project area, keep a record of
your engagement with community leaders and groups. An engagement log is a simple
organizational tool that will be invaluable if your project advances to later stages of
development. After each meeting, simply note the individual or group you met with, the date
and location of the meeting, the issues discussed, and any follow-up activities you committed
to (and the deadline for fulfilling those commitments).
ENGAGEMENT LOG
DATE

LOCATION

STAKEHOLDER
NAME

ISSUES DISCUSSED

COMMITMENTS

COMMENTS

08/08
2014

Woliso
school

Local Chief

First intro, provided
brochure, asked him
some questions about
the area

He didn’t have
questions so I
suggested I visit
him again next
week to see if
there’s anything
he wants to
discuss

Chief says
he receives
good advice
from the
youth
leader

08/09
2014

Pool hall

Youth Group

First intro, they had
seen me around,
asked what I was
doing

No commitments
but will continue
informal engagement as they
shared thoughts
on other stakeholders to talk to

Youth are
eager to
know what
employment opportunities
exist

08/11
2014

Town
square

Mining our
Future (Civil
Society Group)

First intro, provided
brochure, serious concerns re: environmental impact; accused
other companies of
polluting river and not
sharing revenue

Scheduled
second meeting
for next week –
08/18/12

Need to
bring a
visual overview of the
exploration
process

Along with your engagement record, conduct a simple stakeholder analysis. For example, for
each group or person you meet, note whether they are a decision-maker in the community,
a supporter or an opponent of the project or mineral development in general. Also record
whether they have a positive, negative or neutral attitude towards the company.
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
NO.

STAKEHOLDER NAME

DECISIONMAKER

INFLUENTIAL
POWER

SUPPORTER (S)

(1-5)

OPPONENT (O)

NEUTRAL

(N)

WILLING TO
ENGAGE WITH
COMPANY?

1.

Local Chief

Y

5

N

Y

2.

Youth Group

N

3

S

Y

3.

Mining our Future
(Civil Society Group)

N

2

O

N

7 This toolkit was developed by the PDAC in partnership with CDA Collaborative Learning Projects and World Vision Canada. Accessible at www.pdac.ca.
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Step 9: ENGAGE ON KEY ISSUES
There are a few indicators that typically signal it’s time to engage stakeholders more
systematically regarding key aspects of your exploration activities. They include:
– You have a good understanding of who the formal and informal leaders in the community are.
– You have defined the group or area that might be impacted by your activities (local
communities).
– You have identified good venues for interaction (e.g., an already planned public meeting
where you can introduce yourself).
– You have identified a number of topics on which you want community feedback.
– You are hearing feedback from community members that they want more information on
certain topics.
The following questions will help you prepare for conducting more systematic engagement.
Review these questions periodically to ensure you are considering all facets of your
engagement activities.
ENGAGEMENT PREPARATION QUESTIONS
WHY

Why do you want to engage
with this particular stakeholder?

Reasons may include building a base for project
support, securing access to land for exploration
purposes, hiring local staff, and mitigating risk
of opposition.
Think about: What would you like to walk out
of the meeting with?

WHO

WHAT

Who must/will you meet? Will
it be a group? An individual?
Any “observers” such as
NGOs or politicians? Media?

Your list may include officials, chiefs, youth
representatives, NGOs, and other community
members or groups

What are the key issues that
matter to the person or group
you’re meeting with?

Be aware of the issues, risks and opportunities that
were raised during early informal discussions.

What are the key issues that
matter to the company?

WHEN

How often should you meet?

Think about: What is important to them? Do you
have the right people in the room? Who else
needs to be informed or involved?

Think about: What is the company’s interest in
these issues? Do you have the mandate to make
a decision? What are the likely questions and
concerns that might be raised?
List each contact in your engagement log and how
often you will meet with them (e.g., Chief X – once
a week; shop owner Y – once every three months).
Think about: How the frequency of engagement
should match the risk or opportunity profile
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ENGAGEMENT PREPARATION QUESTIONS
HOW

What approach or tactics will
you use?

Do you simply want to inform stakeholders or
do you want to ask for advice, consult them
on important issues, or even involve them in
decision-making?
Think about: Not everyone needs to be involved or
consulted; some just need information. Select the
right engagement approach for each group.

WHERE

Where will you meet?
What events do you plan to
attend in order to meet other
people?

Engagement can occur at venues such as formal
meetings, coffee shops, bars, public community
meetings and cultural events.
Think about: Each engagement venue serves
a different purpose. Make sure you use a mix of
venues to gain a broad perspective

At the early stages of an exploration project, you will likely discuss a small number of key
topics:
TOPIC
Community
consultation

DISCUSSION POINTS

RECOMMENDED APPROACH

– Provide project updates
– Listen to local perceptions
– Involve affected people in decision-making where possible

– Engage on an ongoing basis, not only
in case of need

Land access

– What is the relationship between land owners and land
users?
– What is the process of
gaining access to land?

– Agree with the community on an
access protocol
– Find out how different groups are
likely to be impacted

Local
employment

– What is a generally accepted
definition of “local” staff?
– What are the available skills
and capacities?
– Who else might be competing
for the same workers (perhaps
seasonally)?
– What is perceived to be a fair
distribution of jobs between
communities and subgroups?
– How will people perceive the
hiring process as transparent
(e.g., by using a lottery)?
– What are considered fair wages
locally?

– Do not make any promises
– Ensure that the distribution of jobs
is seen as a transparent process and
perceived as fair
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Step 10: MANAGE EXPECTATIONS
A common cause of breakdowns in relations between companies and communities is the
failure of one or both parties to deliver on commitments that have been made, or that were
perceived to have been made. It’s very easy for intentions to be misunderstood. Phrases like
“I will think about it,” “I will discuss that with my boss,” or “I am sure you will benefit from our
presence,” can easily be taken out of context and considered to be a promise.
You can manage expectations systematically by using a combination of the following
approaches:
1. 	Establish a policy for making promises and/or commitments
– F
 or example, decide at the outset that only certain people can make a promise and that
all promises or commitments will be made in writing.
– Ensure

the company maintains a written list of all commitments made (with the date and
name of the person(s) the commitment was made to).
2. Educate your team as well as your contractors and subcontractors
– Share the policy and confirm who has authority to make promises in writing.
– Explain how easy it is to inadvertently make a commitment.
– Emphasize the need to use clear and careful language.
– Explain that the team should only give answers to things they are certain about.
– A
 gree together on what team members and contractors should say when they don’t have
an answer or authority to provide an answer.
– Stress the need to manage expectations.
3. 	Explain the policy repeatedly and through more than one format (e.g., verbally or in
brochures) to the broader community
– E
 xplain to local stakeholders how your company defines a promise – this will help
prevent misunderstandings while also establishing accountability (e.g., if a contractor
makes a promise, the community knows to insist it be given in writing).
– Explain

and reiterate the unpredictable nature of early exploration. Be transparent about
the fact that long-term commitments cannot be made until you have more clarity about
the viability of the project.
– P
 rovide communities with contact information for the company’s senior manager and
encourage them to reach out if they feel that a promise has not been fulfilled (make sure
that the senior manager answers or returns calls or emails).
4. B
 e transparent wherever you can about the exploration activities you are conducting or
plan to conduct
– Hold

open days or guided visits to a core shed to dispel rumours that the company is
already mining or is “stealing” minerals.
– With

the exception of commercially sensitive information, encourage your staff to discuss
the project with community members who ask questions about the project. Sharing
general information could help dispel rumours and manage expectations.
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Step 11: EVALUATE YOUR EFFECTIVENESS
Evaluating the effectiveness of your engagement efforts is fairly simple. Be aware of any
changes in the tone of meetings with leaders and community members. If they become less
friendly, more demanding or send accusations flying your way, then you‘ll know that things
are heading in the wrong direction. On the other hand, if people extend a friendly welcome
and demonstrate a shared sense of purpose, then you’ll know the relationship is healthy and
positive.
Another way to assess your effectiveness is to review the visual observations you made when
you first arrived and the notes you made at your first meetings. Have you seen any changes in
the behaviour or habits of local stakeholders? If so, are those changes positive or negative?
You can also gauge the effectiveness of your engagement efforts by noting changes in people’s
attitudes and actions. Consider these indicators:
– New notices from the company remain on the bulletin boards without being defaced
– Theft levels are lower; there is less or no destruction of company property
– There is no upward trend in community incidents or complaints
– People associate improvements in their quality of life with the presence of the company
– Outsiders campaigning on an anti-corporate platform get no local support
– Community requests for assistance focus on skill development instead of demands for
material things
– Little or no public outrage occurs following accidents
– Community members identify troublemakers and inform company staff about rumours in the
community
– People feel they have access to site management and say the company is responsive to their
concerns
– People wave back when greeted
– Attendance levels at public meetings are consistent
– There is a trend (noticeable increase or decrease) in the number and type of issues brought
to the attention of the company through a grievance mechanism
You can explore more indicators of effective engagement in the Preventing Conflict in
Exploration Toolkit.
If you feel you’ve implemented good engagement practices but still see signs that your efforts
have not been effective, consider asking a trusted member of the community (e.g., a school
principal or religious leader) to provide feedback. You could also ask the advisory group to
comment on your practices. You will usually get an honest response when stakeholders see
your efforts are sincere.
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The uncertainty of mineral exploration does not mean there should
be uncertainty about relationships with local communities. By
demonstrating respect for local stakeholders, their values and
their way of life, and by taking the time to listen and learn, you can
implement a simple but effective engagement program that will
allow your company to conduct its work in a stable environment.
From desktop research, to boots on the ground, to saying
goodbye, effective community engagement can and should be a
straightforward part of any responsible mineral exploration project.
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